
PREFACE 

Photon - &tom i~teractions of gamma rays in matter have 

been studied for a long time end in recent years there have beeD 

new theoretical calculations for ·several elementary s·catterimg 

processes. The coherent el•stic scattering of X-r&ys and low

energy gamma rays by bound atomic eiectrons (call~d the Rayleigh 

scattering) in the vicir1ity ·of photoe·lectr-ic absorption edges 

of various scatterer elements is a.~ubject of current interest. 

For gamma ray energies below 100 keV, Rayleigh scatteriag is the 

. only significant elastic scattering process. The problem i:a 

predicting Rayl~igh scattering cross sections below photo• 

energies of 100 kev comcerms the rapid variation near the K-shell 

photeio~ization thresholds, commonly identified aS the anomalous 

scattering. Recent interesting theroetical work relevant to the 

description of anomalous scattering of photoms from atoms, at 

energies mear regions of atomic excitation and ionizatiom, iaclude 

calculati·oas--ef. ( i) Rayleigh scattering. arnpli tudes in the i:radepeR-

dent particle approximation based on second order quantum electro-

' 
dynarr·ic s - matrix formalism (ii) anomalous dispersion corrections 

to forward Rayleigh SCattering amplitude by Creagh aRd McAuley. 

we have attempted a verificatioa of these calculations usi•g a~w 

measurements of differeRtial scattering cross sections at small 

and large angles at the photoa energy of 59.54 keV. 



(II) 

The work presented in this thesis addresses to what 

extent the results of aew the.oretic-.1 c•lcula.tions of el•stic 

photo•-atom sc-.ttering compare with those formerly ia use (aamely, 

the v•rious fonn factor formul•tioas) •nd how theoretic~! pre-

dictions compare with rece~t experimeats in the photoa energy 
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r•nge for which anom-.lous sc•tteriAg is observed. 

A aumber of low-energy photo:a - •tom collisioa expe.rime:ats 

have been made in recent ye-.rs to determine the el-.stic sc•tteri•g 

cross sectioas •nd their -.ngular vari-.tioa using •dvanced 

detection cap-.bilities. we have me•sured the •ngul•r distributioD 

of the R-.yleigh scattered photoas off the targ::.:t •toms ramging. 

in atomic ·number from Z = 29 to z = 82 for the 59.54 keV garnm-. 

0 0 r•ys -.t the scattering angles 5 - 165 (momentum transfer· range 

o. 01 - o. 23 me) •. The results •re presented, •long with the 

results of other IT!Ore recent experimeuts and the latest theore-

tical calculations, iR such • way -.s to exhibit the degree to 

which various calculations show unity in their predictions with 

the relatively, -.ccur•te experimental data. such an evaluatioR is 

judged to be useful in view of the fact that it reveals the 

trend of behaviour of the cross sectioa data as the incident 

photon energy crosses the·K- shell photoionization.thresholds 

of the scattering atomic system. 

The investigation reported in the .. thesis is ce:atered 

•round: 



(III) 

(i) a critical survey of the existing theories of atomic elastic 

scattering of x-r•y and low-energy gamma ray photons; (ii) .a 

evaluation of the utility of dispersion corrections (also called 

target atoms; and 

(iii) a critical tmalysis of the. mew results together with 

some other recent results of elastic scattering measuremeJlts ia 

terms of the avail~le predictioas of the~ry. 

After a careful scrutiny of the status of all available 

theoretical predictions of Rayleigh. sciltteri:ag ia.relation to 

each other, .nd·with experimental dii.te, the following tre~ds were 

noted. 

1. For incident photon energies (E) far ebove the K-edges 

~Ek) of target •toms, the theoretical predictions based 

on the s-m~trix calculations of Kissel-Pratt-Roy (KPR)· 

aJld various form f·actor formulations appear to be ia close 

agreement. The measured elastic scattering cross sectioas 

are generally in reasonable accord with the predictions 

of theory.· 

2. At photon energies with E/Ek greater than 1 and in the 

range of moderate to high momentum transf~r, the experimental 



(IV) 

results show better •greerrent with theery. 

3. A systematic dep•rture from agreerr.ent with theory is 

•pp•rent at the sm•llest •ngles of sc•ttering (i.e. low 

momentum tr~sfer). This·is particul•rly so for photon 

energies with E/Ek less than 1. 

4. In general, the experiment•! d•ta overwhelmimgly support 

the secoad order perturb•tion c•lculatioas of KPR and 

•re smaller.than the rel•tivistic form f•ctor c•lcul•-

tions (RFF) showing better ~greerreRt with modified 

relativistic form f•ctor (MRFF) predi,ctions. 

5. There are scattered deviation between available expe~i-

mental .data and state-of-the-art s-matrix calculatioas 

of KPR ne•r K-shell thresholds Qf •toms. But these 

deviations do not involve any evident systematic trend. 

Further wcrk, both on theory and experiment, will be 

needed. 

The results obtained from the experiments performed 

in course of the investigation were published in journals unQ.er 

the following references. 

1. Sm~ll angle sc•ttering of photoas •t low energies. 

C•n. J. Phys. 66, 987 (1988)'. 



(V) 

2. Study of anon •lous dispersion in elastic sc-.ttering 

of 59.5 keV photons at K-absorption edges of target 

e lerr.ents. 

J. of Phys. B : At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 22, 1175 (1989). 

3. Lower energy photon cross sections ae•r atomic shell 

edges. 

Cen. J. of Phys. 68, 244 (1990). 

4. Experiment-.1 results on low energy photon-atom scattering 

.. and .. ~L~.~itical -.n.aly~i~ of the dat-. in the vicinity .of 

K-absorption edges. 

Phys. Rev. A, 41, 5869 (1990). 

Public-.tions 1 - 4 listed -.bove •re •ppended to the 

thesis in support of the candidature and •lso to serve •s re-.dy 

reference. In fact, •11 the results have been discussed ia 

greater detail in the thesis in their fiaal form. 

The present investigation has been • collabor•tive 

ve:ature·. The il.uthor, on his part, has -.cti vely participated. 

in the setting up of the experiments, day to day maintenance, 

and recording of the data. The an•lysis of the data and the 

interpretations are the author's coatribution. 
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